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Welcome
to Whoa

CTA President and CEO
Gary Shapiro at this
year’s CES Unveiled

2X SPEED OF 4G LTE

WOW
WAY
SPEED CLAIM IS BASED ON DEVICE CAPABILITY OF SUPPORTING 4X4 MIMO, 4CC CA, 256QAM, AND LAA VS. CONVENTIONAL 4G LTE DEVICES. 4G LTE IS IN REFERENCE TO STANDARD 4G LTE NETWORKS UTILIZING TRADITIONAL 2X2 MIMO SETUP OR LESS.
ACTUAL SPEED MAY VARY BY CARRIER, LOCATION, NETWORK ENVIRONMENT, CONTENT PROVIDER, AND OTHER RELEVANT FACTORS.
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LIFTING THE VEIL
CES UNVEILED PROVIDED A SNEAK PEEK AT WHAT’S ON THE FLOOR

CTA’s Steve Koenig

Redefining
Reality At
CES 2018

MERGE VR, BOOTH 21523

BY LISA JOHNSTON
Not only will this year’s CES once again
serve as a showcase for today’s top consumer
tech, but it will also jumpstart a larger conversation about reality and how consumers participate within it. CTA’s Steve Koenig and Lesley
Rohrbaugh provided a rundown of the biggest
trends attendees can expect to see this week.

The Cube brings a hologram to your hand.

LIBERTY MUTUAL, VENETIAN SUITE 30-320
The insurance firm is at CES demonstrating its app & API services to help consumers find and protect new homes.

BLUE FROG ROBOTICS, BOOTH 50617
Buddy Robot and its interactive and expressive assistant

5G/AI/ROBOTICS
5G speeds will be necessary in order to
make VR truly wireless, while the zero-latency it brings is a key ingredient for self-driving
vehicles. Expect news about deployment of
5G networks from carriers and service providers, as well as enhanced mobile broadband.
AI, meanwhile, will help autonomous vehicles
get on the road faster as analytics learn to predict drivers’ behavior, and there will robots
for every room of the house at CES.
DIGITAL SENSES & REALISM REDEFINED
“Coming out of CES 2018,” said Koenig, “the
question of ‘what is reality’ is going to be an
open-ended answer.” It will all depend on the
consumer and how accustomed he or she is to
the “digital bits married to the environment.”
Expect to see VR content leading the charge.

UJET, WESTGATE 2018
Making the electric scooter foldable

CES.TECH

SMART CITIES/SPORTS INNOVATION/DIGITAL
THERAPEUTICS
Chief among new spots at this year’s show
is the Smart Cities Marketplace at the Westgate (see p. 38).

#CES2018
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HIGH-TECH RETAILING

Retail Fights Back: 5 Trends To Watch
BY ROBIN RASKIN
he season’s chatter is about the Retail
Apocalypse. No doubt, there are signs of
it everywhere. “For Rent” signs on empty
storefronts, silent malls and landlords who have
made store real estate prohibitively expensive. On
the other hand, retail is still responsible for a huge
slice of the employment pie.
Retail is reinventing itself to meet the needs of a
new generation of shopper, and technology is playing a major part. Capitalizing on the “in store” experience and human touch, analyzing data and
using it to provide personalized offers, and the
marriage of online and physical experiences are all
playing their part in the transformation. Here are
five retail trends we’ll be taking a look at during
the High-Tech Retailing Summit at CES 2018:
1. Shopping That Feels Like Magic
Shoppers are looking for authentic experiences
that feel seamless and natural: climbing walls to
test out gear at REI, apps that book Santa’s appointment in advance at Macy’s, AI try-on rooms at Nordstrom, cashless checkout counters, unboxing experiences using AR, ordering online and picking
up in the store. These are just a few experiences
we’re seeing.
And if 2018 is the year of voice assistants and
chats, that message is not lost on shoppers. Visit
Sephora or Wayfair, for example, and you’re immediately engaged with helpful robo-chats. Stores
are beginning to build Amazon Alexa and Google
Home experiences, while Facebook Messenger sees
itself as a new way for business to touch consumers. The Internet of Things — in-car payments, appliances like fridges buying groceries, rings and
bracelets with payment systems built-in, and unattended retail kiosks like the ones from USA Technologies — are coming to market. New concept
stores like b8ta are allowing retailers to control
their own experiences for customers.
2. VR & AR
Stores are experimenting with virtual and augmented reality to engage customers. YouCam from
Perfect Corp. is an augmented make-up mirror app
that’s recently partnered with L’Oreal to showcase
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their products and then let you buy through the
app. PayScout VR teamed up with a boutique Yoga
Store to offer something that feels like more of an
experience than a store. Ebay, IKEA and LEGO are
just a few others stepping into virtual reality.
3. Omnichannel Fever
Meeting the shopper where they are is paramount. Walmart sales are up 50 percent in Q4
thanks to a smoother integration between its online and physical stores.
Best Buy has also enjoyed healthy sales thanks to
programs that better train their in-store sales staff
but are also aligned with online pricing. Lowes lets
you look up an item online, tells you which store
has the product, and even knows the aisle and bin
number to direct you to once you arrive.
4. It’s All In The Data
Behind the seamless experience lies a lot of

data. Data is informing stores about peak customer hours, giving them the insight to staff more appropriately. It’s allowing merchants to analyze foot
traffic and mobile traffic foot traffic to help build
a wealth of data on how consumers react to a display or walk through a store. It helps personalize
data so that a 60-year-old man is not getting the
same discount offer as an 18-year-old woman. It
creates efficiencies in inventory, and provides insights into customer satisfaction. Many of the new
analytic systems focus on being easy to configure
with actionable insights from a graphic dashboard.
5. In The Near Future
The shopping experience is an ever-changing
one, but one thing remains constant: no matter
how great an online purchase experience is, people
still want to feel, touch and sniff the goods. From
the bazaars in the olden days, to the popularity of
the farmer’s market today, experiences are always
going to matter.
Robin Raskin is the founder of Living in Digital
Times and producer of the High-Tech Retailing Summit at CES. This will look at how retailers are using
technology to sell smarter, utilize data better and create
stronger connections with consumers.

#CES2018

